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ABSTRACT  

Phase recordings at Atibaia, Brazil, (23 °S, 46°W) of 

13.6 KHz VLF signal transmitted from Golfo Nuevo, Argentina (43 °S, 

65°W), a trajectory confined almest completely within the South 

Atlantic Anomaly region, show significant perturbations, indicative 

of the lowering of the VLF reflection levei, following the onset of 

magnetic disturbances. Simultaneous measurements of the E s-layer 

parameters, ft  Es  and fb  Es , over Cachoeira Paulista (22 °S, 45°W) 

also show enhancements, with some delay with respect to the magnetic 

disturbance onset, as was found in our earlier work (Batista and 

Abdu, 1977). These results show magnetic storm associated ionization 

enhancements taking place in a height region from approximetely 

110 km down to 70 km, which we interpret as having been produced by 

precipitation of high energy charged particles in the South Atlantic 

Magnetic Anomaly. The results also suggest some degree of day to day 

variability in the abundance of metallic species, and/ar in the 

dynamics of the E-region over this region. 

1  Instituto de Astronomia e Geofisica, Universidade de Sio Paulo. 
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INTRODUCTION  

The South Atlantic Magnetic Anomaly region, character-

ized by a global minimum in the Earth's total magnetic field intensity, 

provides a permanent sink for the inner belt quasi-trapped particles 

that, during their longitudinal drift, dip down to low levels in the 

atmosphere over the Annmaly region. Numerous satellite measurements of 

the particle concentration and their spectra have been carried out in 

the past (Ginzberg et al., 1962; Imhof and Smith, 1965; Vernov et al., 

1967; Seward et al.,1973).Further characteristics of the South Atlantic 

Anomaly, the predicted and observed zones of particle precipitation 

and the dependence of particle precipitation on magnetic activity can 

be obtained from the papers by Paulikas (1975), Torr et al., (1975), 

Gledhill (1976) and Voss and Smith (1980). 

In a recent paper, Batista and Abdu (1977) analysed 

sporadic E-layer behaviour during magnetically disturbed periods over 

Cachoeira Paulista, located very near the Center of the South Atlantic 

(also known as Brazilian) Geomagnetic Anomaly. It was observed that 

significant enhancements in the Es layer parameters, f tE s  and fbE s , 

took place for short durations (1 - 3 hours), within 1 to 3 days, 

following the onset of a magnetic disturbance of moderate intensity. 

During some events, the enhancements in the night E-region ambient 

electron densities were comparable to regular daytime maximum values 

produced by solar radiation. Further, the Es traces were accompanied 

by range spreading echoes resembling the a-type E s  usually observed 

over auroral latitudes under disturbed conditions. These effects were 

interpreted as caused by precipitation of inner belt particles in the 

South Atlantic Anomaly during magnetically disturbed periods. Severa] 

cases of E layer enhancements recorded since then have corroborated 

the results of Batista and Abdu (1977). An earlier study by Abdu and 

Batista (1977) on the basis of monthly average E s-layer characteristics 

had indicated presence of charged particle precipitation as a regular 

source of nighttime E-region ionization over Cachoeira Paulista (see 

also Abdu et al., 1979). Specific cases of E s-layer enhancements, 

therefore, indicated corresponding enhancements in the charged particle 



precipitation rate under conditions of magnetic disturbances. In the 

present paper we have undertaken to analyse data of VLF phase 

recordings in order to examine to what degree the particle precipita-

tion detected at the E-region heights might extend to lower altitudes. 

(For further works on the subject, see Abdu et al., 1973, 1979; 

Gledhill, 1976.) Numerous works regarding disturbances on middle and 

high latitude VLF propagation paths during particle precipitation 

events are available in the literature (see for example Potemra and 

Rosenberg, 1973; Westerlund and Reder, 1973; Larson et al., 1977). 

The data used in the present study are the phase 

recordings of the 13.6 KHz signals transmitted from Golfo Nuevo, 

Argentina (43°S, 65°W) and received at Atibaia, São Paulo, a low 

latitude propagation path, located within the magnetic Anomaly region, 

(Atibaiabeing located near the central region of the Anomaly). The VLF 

phase recordings were made with respect to a cesium frequency standard. 

Propagation effects during geophysical disturbances on VLF trajectories 

using data collected in the Anomaly region have been studied earlier 

by Mendes and Ananthakrishnan (1972), Ananthakrishnan and Hackradt 

(1972), Abdu et al. (1973) and Gough (1975). However, ali these 

studies made use of propagation path very long compared to the Anomaly 

extension, and in such cases precise identification of propagation 

disturbances that could be attributed to the influence of the Anomaly 

is usually difficult, especially from observations carried out at a 

single site in the Anomaly region. This difficulty is nearly overcome 

in the present analysis since the VLF trajectory of Golfo Nuevo - 

Atibaia lies almost entirely within the Anomaly region. 

VLF WAVE DATA  

Figure 1 presents a plot of the day to day variations 

in VLF phase received at Atibaia for a period starting from April 29 

til] May 14, 1978, during which there were a few magnetic disturbances, 

as can be seen from the 3 hourly planetary magnetic index, Kp, also 

plotted in the same figure (SSC is marked with arrows). The quiet 

diurnal phase variation used as reference was prepared taking the 



average of a few quiet days (5 to 7 days) immediately preceding the 

period under consideration. These "quiet day" curves undergo certain 

variabilities during different parts (equinox, sumer and winter 

months) of the year as can be verified by comparing the reference 

curves used in Figures 1 and 3. Such changes should be taking place 

due to seasonal variations in the mesospheric minor constituent 

concentrations and temperature. The standard deviation (a) of the 

"quiet time" phase variation is generally larger during night hours 

than during days hours. For the different cases presented in this 

work the a varied from 2.1 to 2.4 ps for night and from 1.0 to 1.5 lis 

for day. The vertical bars on the reference curves in Figure 1 and 3 

correspond to 2a. 

A magnetic storm with a sudden commencement had its 

onset in the morning of April 30 followed by moderate increase in K p  

lasting till about midnight. A second SSC occurred in the morning of 

May 1 which vias followed by disturbances in K p  lasting for several 

days. The VLF phase showed only minor advances, namely, lowering of 

the reflecting layer, for a few hours during the night following the 

first SSC. However, on the night of May 1 - 2 there was a pronounced 

decrease in the VLF phase during which the maximum phase advance 

registered exceeded 10 lis. This is comparable to the maximum phase 

advances observed during magnetic disturbances, on midlatitude VLF 

propagation paths that have been interpreted as caused by energetic 

electron precipitation (Potemra and Rosenberg, 1973; Larsen et al., 

1977). Since the day and night VLF reflection heights are usually 

considered to lie in the vicinity of 70 km and 90 km respectively (see 

the above references, also Wait and Spies, 1964; Rasmussen et al., 

1980) and the phase advance, d., is nearly directly proportional to 

the reflection height change, áh, (Wait, 1959), the maximum lowering 

of the reflection height on the night of May 1 - 2 will be —10 km. 

The VLF phase advance was present on subsequent nights and continued 

even after the magnetic disturbance had become weak in the afternoon 

of May 4. Enhancement in Kp  occurred again on May 8 and the VLF 

response to this seems to be somewhat weak except for a short lived, 

but significant, lowering of the reflection height occurring during 



istics, but to different degrees, are observed also in the early 

morning hours (00-04 LT) on May 6 and around 19 LT on May 12. 

Ionograms showing E s  trace characteristics during some 

of the enhancements are presented in Figure 2 and they show range 

spreading echoes resembling the a-type E s  (the type of E s  usually observed 

over auroral latitude during particle precipitation events), as 

presented also in our earlier work (Batista and Abdu, 1977). The range 

spreading Es  traces are regularly observed over Cachoeira Paulista 

following magnetic disturbances of moderate intensity. We may observe 

in Figure 2 that the degree of range spreading is more pronounced in 

the nighttime ionograms of 0100 LT on May 2 and 0300 LT on May 6, 1978. 

Ionospheric absorption of weak scattered echoes is probably responsible 

for the less pronounced range spreading echoes in the day time ionogram 

on May 7. These characteristics have been pointed in our earlier paper 

also (Batista and Abdu, 1977). 

Occurrence of the range spreading Es  traces in our 

ionograms similar to those that accompany Es  events over auroral region 

would suggest energetic particle precipitation as the cause of these 

traces. However, unlike in the auroral latitude the neutral wind shears 

could be largly responsible for producing the blanketingtype E s  layers 

over low latitudes in which case the blanketing frequency of the E s  

trace is usually considered to be equal to the peak plasma frequency 

of the E layer (Reddy and Mukunda Rao, 1968). Thus, the irregularities 

giving rise to the range spreading echoes seem to be distributed 

mostly in the bottom of the Es  layer, since, in the alternative hypo-

thesis of the irregularities being located above the E s  layer, the 

echo range is expected to increase as the frequency gets obove the 

penetration frequencies in the oblique direction, a feature usually 

observed for equatorial type E s  (E s-q) but very rarely observed over 

Cachoeira Paulista. On the other hand, from the close resemblance 

between the E traces such as the one at 0100 on May 2 with the auroral 

type Es , we may be tempted to believe that perhaps the blanketing 

frequency is itself significantly modified by the intense scattering 

of the incident ratio waves by irregularities that are distributed in 



a height range starting from —100 km upwards, the upper limit in the 

present example being —200 km. It might be interesting to point out 

here that eventhough these E s  layer enhancements occurfollowing 

magnetic disturbances, the local magnetograms (those of Vassouras, 

Rio de Janeiro) did not indicate any significant magnetic field 

variations in step with the variations of the E s  parameters, a fact 

that is evident also in Figure 3 of Batista and Abdu (1977). This last 

point may not, however, rule out the possibility that irregularities 

associated with some cases of the E enhancements might as well be 

produced by a plasma instability mechanism in the presence of enhanced 

E region conductivity arising from the particle precipitation events. 

Direct measurement of the electron density profiles during the E s  

layer enhancements would be useful to further identify the nature of 

the range spreading E s  traces. 

The time delay observed in the E s  enhancements with 

respect to the onset of the magnetic disturbances, seen in the present 

results which is in agreement also with our earlier work (Batista and 

Abdu, 1977), does not seem to be clearly evident in the VLF response 

characteristics. In Figure 3 different degrees of delays can be 

observed in the three cases, presented as further examples of the VLF 

phase response to magnetic disturbances. These varying delays in the 

VLF response, however, could be an apparent effect arising in large 

part from the day to night change in the height of the VLF reflecting 

layers, combined with the height dependent sensitivity to magnetic 

storm disturbances. Following the onset of the magnetic disturbances 

near 00 LT on October 3, 1977 and the subsequent SSC near the midday, 

the first significant VLF effect seems to have taken place from 00-04 

LT on the morning of October 4. No significant effect was produced 

during daytime when in fact K p  was relatively high, which could be 

attributed to the fact that the ionization enhancement did not 

apparently extend to the daytime reflection levei, as the phase values 

on the following days (October 4 and 5) also suggest. On the other 

hand, the magnetic disturbance on June 29, 1978 seems to have produced 

some effect on the daytime VLF phase following the SSC. A pronounced 

increase in K from 18-21 LT on the same day was followed by a prompt 



(within 1 hour) VLF response. The phase disturbances continued on the 

following day with smaller intensity and the disturbance in K p  had 

become relatively weaker. A temporary recovery and even a positive 

deviation in phase can be observed in the early morning of July 1. The 

third case presented here corresponds to a period with relatively 

higher degree of magnetic disturbances, and VLF phase advances were 

present during night as well as during day. The day time effects seem 

to be significant compared to the standard deviation in M of 	pS for 

this case. A careful examination will show a few cases of prompt VLF 

phase response to specific and rapid rises in K p  values. Thus, no well-

defined delay, beyond one or two hours, between magnetic disturbance 

index and VLF phase response is suggested from this figure (it may be 

pointed out that none of the daytime VLF effects presented in this 

figure is produced by Solar x-ray events). 

A superposed epoch analysis of Am (= 'quiet 
	Sdist' 

corresponding to nine events selected arbitrarily, is presented in 

Figure 4. In part (a) of the figure the superposition is done at fixed 

local times,so that local time dependent effects are added in phase. 

The zero time was taken as 18 LT at the beginning of the night that 

showed the first major VLF response following a magnetic disturbance. 

The results presented in Figure 4 represent the mean 41) variations of 

all the events considered in the analysis. The first curve (top one) 

represents four events only as during these events 15 minutes 

resolution was used in the data scaling, whereas in the case of the 

second curve that involves nine events, hourly values were used, and 

many of the five extra events correspond to relatively weaker magnetic 

disturbances. The lower two curves represent the superposition of the 

Kp and Dst values. The precedence, by approximmtely one day of the 

magnetic disturbance relative to the VLF phase perturbations, seen in 

the figure, seems to be an apparent effect produced, as noted before, 

by height dependent response; the daytime response following the SSC's 

that occur during the day being significantly smaller than nighttime 

response. We may further note in the figure that nighttime disturbance 

dominates the VLF phase response and the amplitudes of the disturbances 

seem to be more pronounced in the premidnight hours. The AM amplitude 



reached upto —8 ps on the first night which is quite significant indeed 

compared to the a whose maximum value was 2.4 ps. However, the maximum 
A$ is only —5 ps in the second example that included many weak events 

scaled with less time resolution. The genuineness of the VLF response 

is borne out also by the pronounced day to night difference in the 

observed ,AS response. Recovery of the VLF phase disturbances seems to 

be indicated on the 4th night. However, a renewed increase on the 5th 

night seems to be caused by a minor increase in the magnetic activity 

prior to this. A short lived recovery to leveis above the quiet time 

values seems to be taking place every day from 07 to 09 LT. The reason 

for this behaviour is not clear to us. 

In part (h) of the figure we have carried out the 

superposition taking zero tine as the time of the SSC. In this case, 

the VLF response is spread out, obviouly, due to the local time 

dependence of the effect as observed before. However, the response is 

seen to take place soon after the onset of the magnetic disturbances, 

as we have observed earlier in the case of events that had storm onset 

in the night hours. A superposed epoch analysis of magnetic storm 

associated Es layer occurrences has been presented by Batista and 

Abdu (1977). 

DTCrlIWIMN 

The results presented here clearly demonstrate evidence 

of magnetic storm associated VLF phase perturbations. The magnitudes of 

these perturbations are quite significant, the highest values presented 

here being comparable to those observed on midlatitude propagation path 

during energetic electron precipitation events associated with magnetic 

disturbances (eg. Larsen et al., 1977; Potemra and Rosenberg, 1973). On 

the other hand, magnetic storm associated sporadic E-layer enhancement 

is a well-established phenomenon as our previous study has shown 

(Batista and Abdu, 1977) over this general region of the VLF observa-

tions. Simultaneous occurrences of the VLF phase perturbations and Es 

layer enhancements as seen in the present work, therefore, defines a 

certain height range in which the storm associated ionization enhance- 
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ments should be taking place. This height range may be considered to 

lie between approximately 70 km (the day time VLF reflection height), 

during more disturbed period, and 100-110 km, the heights of the Es 

layers, Our results are not sensitive to changes outside this region. 

However, association of these ionization enhancements with magnetic 

disturbances suggests energetic particles as their source. 

For possible explanation of these effects we may first 

look into magnetic storm associated sources that are believed to be 

operative over the latitude regions pertinent to these observations. 

Theoretical as well as experimental studies (Dessler et al., 1961; 

Mezera and Blake, 1973; Scholar et al., 1975; Tinley, 1976; Lyons and 

Richmond, 1978) have suggested energetic neutral particles resulting 

from charge exchange chemistry of outer radiation belt as a source of 

ionization over low latitude. The flux of these particles maximises 

during the storm main phase. Their precipitation effects have been 

estimated to be most significant above 170 km near the equator and 

between 120 and 180 km over latitudes 20 0  to 300 , with the altitude of 

peak energy absorption decreasing from 230 km over the equator to 130 km 

and 125 at latitudes 20 0  and 30°  respectively. It seems unlikely, however, 

that the ionization enhancements, detected from VLF and E s  layer observations, 

could be produced by the ring current particle precipitation for the 

following reasons: (1) the height region of ionization enhancement observed 

by us is well below that estimated for the ionization of energetic neutral 

particles, (2) the ring current particle precipitation effect is more 

intense during the main phase of a storm whereas significant VLF perturb-

ations continue well into the recovery phase and Es layer enhancements 

are observed more often during the late recovery period than during the 

main phase of the storm and (3) ionization enhancements of the type 

reported in this work has not been reported for low latitude station 

over other longitudes. Our examination of the limited ionogram data 

(evailable to us) over Ahmedabad, a low latitude station in India, did 

not show any Es  layer enhancement following the magnetic disturbance 

that occurred In the second week of January 1978 when significant 

enhancement in the a-type E s  layer took place over Cachoeira Paulista. 

(More such comparisons possibly with data from other low latitude 



stations as well may also be useful, but it is beyond the scope of the 

present work). 

The possibility of these effects being interpreted by 

magnetic storm induced changes in the upper atmosphere dynamics seems 

also very unlikely, since such disturbances are known to originate over 

auroral latitudes and the times of their propagation to low latitudes 

can not explain either the prompt VLF response to magnetic storm or the 

delayed Es  enhancements often observed upto 3 days (Batista and Abdu, 

1977) after the storm onset. 

We may, therefore, conclude that the magnetic storm 

associated lower ionosphere enhancements presented here must be arising 

from sources peculiar to the South Atlantic Magnetic Anomaly region 

within which the entire VLF trajectory was confined. Evidence for the 

presence of particle ionization in this region was suggested also, in 

our earlier work, on Es  layer enhancements following magnetic disturb-

ances, and one of the characteristics of the E s  layer that suggested 

particle ionization as its source was the occurrence of range spreading 

echoes resembling that of the a-type E s-layer usually observed over 

aurora] latitudes under disturbed conditions. The association ameng 

magnetic activity, particle precipitation and a-type E s  over aurora] 

latitude is well known (see for example, Reddy et al., 1969). The 

independent evidence that the VLF results provide in the present work 

would therefore, suggest that the occurrence of range spreading E s  

traces in the ionograms over Cachoeira Paulista may possibly be 

considered as a reliable indicator of the presence of charged particle 

precipitation in the South Atlantic Magnetic Anomaly. 

The VLF results presented here, in particular, the 

Figure 4(a) on the superposed epoch analysis, might appear to suggest 

that the magnetic storm associated particle precipitation occurs 

mainly during night with little effect during daytime. However, this 

does not seem to be the case. Our results merely suggests that, in an 

average case, • disturbance gets more pronounced at the higher night-

time VLF reflection levei, near 90 km, than at the lower daytime 
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reflection levei, near 70 km. In fact, significant daytime phase 

disturbances do take place when the magnetic disturbance is sufficiently 

strong as the third example in Figure 3 illustrates. Perhaps, stronger 

magnetic disturbances are necessary to cause energetic electron precipi-

tation of harder energy spectra. We may point out further that a larger 

height change near 90 km than near 70 km does not necessarily imply a corre-

spondingly stronger precipitating flux at the higher levei as the 

following consideration would show. lf, as an example, we consider 

exponential electron density distribution at the VLF reflection heights, 

then a height change, Ah, (which is proportional to the observed phase 

advance, 66), could be written as Ah = (AN/N) H, where N is the electron 

density and H is the scale height of its distribution. Examination of 

published measurements of daytime and nighttime lower ionosphere 

electron density profiles (see for example, Sagalyn and Smiddy, 1963; 

Prakash et al., 1974; Geller et al., 1975) shows that the ambient 

electron density near 90 km at night could be at times even less than 

the daytime values near 70 km due to the absense of direct solar UV 

radiation at night. Thus, a given increase in electron density, AN, at 

the two height regions could produce larger Ah for nighttime cases, 

which can only be offset by differences in the scale heights of the 

electron density distributions at the two heights. However, for the 

same AN the required ion production rate would be significantly higher 

at lower heights due to the well-known decrease with height in the 

effective recombination coefficient (or cluster ion concentrations) at 

these heights (see for example, Reid, 1970). Therefore, under certain 

circumstances even minor daytime phase perturbations might be as important 

as larger scale nighttime fluctuations from the view point of an ion 

production source. These considerations would lead us to conclude that 

during at least some of the events presented in this analysis particle 

precipitation might have occurred in the entire region of 90 to 70 km 

to explain the VLF results. 

We have seen that the VLF phase disturbances take place 

almost immediately after the onset of the magnetic disturbances, 

especially when the later occurs at night. This contrasts with the 

well-known "storm after effect" of the mid latitude D-region during 
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which several days of delay are observed between the particle precipi-

tation effect in the D-region and the magnetic storms (Belrose and 

Thomas, 1968; Lauter and Taubenheim, 1970; Beynon and Williams, 1974; 

Spjeldvik and Thorne, 1975). The VLF phase disturbances in the examples 

presented here continued well after the magnetic disturbances subsided, 

a characteristic that vias observed also in the case of the magnetic 

storm associated E s  enhancements (Batista and Abdu, 1977). In contrast 

to the VLF disturbances, the onset of the Es enhancements, however, 

were, in most cases, considerably delayed (from < 1 to 3 days) with 

respect to the magnetic disturbance onset. Such delays show that the 

presence of particle ionization, though necessary, is not a sufficient 

condition for the occurrence of these E s  layers,Simultaneous presence 

of the additional prerequisites would be (a) sufficient concentration 

of metal atoms (M) to be available for conversion to metal ions, 

(M+ ), the constituent ions of most of the sporadic E layers, through 

charge transfer reaction of the type M + X +  + 	+ X, where X+  is the 

ambient molecular ions, OI and Ne, produced by the precipitating 

particles (Narcisi, 1968, see also the discussion by Batista and Abdu 

1977), (b) wind shears of sufficient magnitude in case the E s  layers 

are of blanketing type and (c) conditions that produce irregularities 

or patchy ionizations, that give rise to range spreading echoes of the 

a-type Es ; perhaps, an E x B instability mechanism working at the 

bottomside gradient of an Es  layer, or that of a patchy layer, in the 

presence of appropriate electric fields (Reid, 1968). The possibility 

that the spatial structures and irregularities might be inherent in the 

precipitating electron energy and flux distribution can not also be 

ruled out. Thus, it is olear that while the appearence of the E s  layers, 

of the type and under the circumstances presented here, could be taken 

as positive evidence for the presence of charged particle precipitation, 

their non occurrence is not a sufficient evidence for the absence of 

particle induced ionization. From the above argument it follows that 

day to day variabilities in the occurrence or in the intensity of any 

one of the above factors could cause delay in the onset of the magnetic 

storm associated E s  enhancements even if particle produced ionization 

was present immediately following the magnetic disturbances which indeed 

seems to be the case as the VLF results indicate. 
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We may point out further that enhancements of blanketing 

type Es layers constituted of molecular ions must be very rare since 

wind velocities of abnormally large magnitude are needed to produce 

layeriqg of these ions due to their relatively faster recombination 

rate compared to that of the metallic ions (see Abdu and Batista 1977). 

If molecular ion Es  layers do get enhanced due to magnetic disturbance 

associated particle precipitation then they should also be observed 

immediately following the disturbance onset concurrent with the VLF 

effects. Since our observations show that the E s  layer enhancements occur 

with variable time delay with respect to the magnetic disturbance onset 

we may conclude that these enhancements could be in the metallic ion Es 

layers (since winds of moderate intensity could produce them) so that 

the variable delays could be caused by possible variabilities In the 

magnitudes of the parameters that are the essential prerequisites for 

the Es formation (namely, a, b and c) mentioned above. For example 

results of regular Laser Radar measurements of mesospheric sodium, over 

São José dos Campos, have shown significant day to day variability in 

the sodium abundance (Simonich et al., 1979), which might suggest a 

similar variability in other metallic species as well. Information on 

possible day to day variability of the E-region winds is completely 

lacking for this region. It would be of great interest to know also about 

possible magnetic storm influence on these parameters. 

CONCLUSIONS  

VLF propagation in a trajectory situated almost 

completely in the South Atlantic Magnetic Anomaly region undergoes 

significant perturbations in association with magnetic disturbances. 

These disturbances are characterized by advancements in the phase of 

the received signal indicative of lowering of the VLF reflecting layer. 

The phase perturbations are seen more pronounced when the VLF reflection 

takes place at higher leveis (~90 km) at night than when it is from the 

lower daytime reflection height. Qualitative considerations on the 

ambient electron densities at the day and night reflection leveis and 

the lower ionosphere recombination process would suggest that the 

sources of enhanced ion production, which we attribute to precipitation 
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of high energy particles, could be important in the height region of 

90 km extending downward during strong events up to 70 km. Consider-

tions on the enhanced Es occurrences would extend the upper height 

limit to at least 110 km, the height of some of the observed Es layers. 

The enhanced precipitation seems to be occurring immediately following 

the onset of the magnetic disturbance and continues, in general, well 

after the recovery of the magnetic disturbances as represented by K. 

The characteristics of sporadic E-layer enhancements, in the example 

presented here and in a previous study, are similar to that of the VLF 

effects, except, that the onset of the E s  enhancements were generally 

delayed by - 1 to 3 days with respect to the onset of the magnetic 

disturbance. Such delay might, perhaps, be caused by day to day 

variabilities in the metallic species, and/or in the dynamics, of the 

E-region. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 - Day to day variations (solid curve) in VLF phase, $, of 

13.6 <Hz transmission from Golfo Nuevo, Argentina and 

received at Atibaia, Brazil, plotted for a period starting 

from April 29 to May 14, 1978 together with a quiet day 

reference curve (broken curve). Also plotted in this figure 

are ftES 
(broken curve) and f

b E
S 

(solid curve) over Cachoeira 

Paulista and the three hourly planetary magnetic index K p  

(as histograms). The right hand scale is used for Kp , while 

on the left hand scale the upper portion in each frame refers 

to the VLF phase and the lower portion for the frequencies, 

fbES and f E t S' 

Fig. 2 - Exemples of ionograms showing the E s  traces during some of the 

enhancements associated with magnetic disturbances (see text 

for details). 

Fig. 3 - Exemples of VLF phase response to magnetic disturbances (K p ) 

plotted for three cases to show variable apparent delay 

between the onset of the magnetic disturbance and the VLF 

phase changes. Note that the first example represents hourly 

reduced phase values whereas the time resolution is 15 minutes 

in the other examples. Presence of small peaks of post sunset 

and presunrise enhancements in 0 during June and July, and 

their absence in October, in the reference curves as well as 

in the disturbance curves, are genuine features. 

Fig. 4 - A superposed epoch analysis of 9 events of magnetic disturb-

ances and associated VLF phase variations. In part (a) of the 

figure the superposition is carried out so as to add up local 

time dependent effect taking 18 1T immediately prior to the 

first major VLF response during an event as zero reference 

time. In part (b) of the figure the superposition is done 

taking the zero time as the time of SSC. (For further details 

see the text). 
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Abstract. Phase recordings at Atibaia, Brazil 
23B-C460 ), of 13.6 -kHz signal transmitted 
rom Golfo Nuevo, Argentina (4305, 65014), a 
rajectory confined almost completely within the 
outh Atlantic anomaly region, show significant 
erturbations, indicative of the lowering of the 
LF reflection levei, following the onset of 
agnetic disturbances. Simultaneous measurements 
f the Es layer parameters ftEs and fbE s  over 
achoeira Paulista (220S, 450W) also show 
nhancements, with some delay with respect to the 
agnetic disturbance onset, as was found in our 
arlier work (Batista and Abdu, 1977). These 
esults show magnetic storm associated ionization 
nhancements taking placa in a height region from 
pproximately 110 km down to 70 km, which we 
nterpret as having been produced by precipitation 
high-energy charged particles in the South 

tlantic magnetic anomaly. The results also 
uggest some degree of day to day variability in 
he abundance of metallic species and/or in the 
ynamács of the E region over this region. 

Introduction 

The South Atlantic magnetic anomaly region, 
baracterized by a global minimum in the earth's 
otal magnetic field intensity, providos a 
ermanent sidk for the inner belt quasi‘trapped 
articles that, clarins thelr longitudinal drift, 
ip down to low levels ia the atmosphere over the 
nomaly region. Numerous satellite measurements 
f the partida concentration and their spectra 
ave been carried out in the past [Pinzberg et 
1., 1962; Imhof and Smith, 1965; Vernov et al., 
967; Seward et al., 1975]. Further 
haracteristics of the South Atlantic anomaly, 
he predicted and observed zonas of particle 
recipitation and the dependence of partida 
tecipitation on meg  netic activity, can be 
btained from the papers by Paulikas [1972, 
orr et al :419751, Gledhill [19761, and Voss and 
nith [1980 . 

In a recent paper, Batista and Abdu U.,97U 
nalyzed sporadic E layer behavior during 
agnetically distutbed periods over Cachoeira 
gaiata, located very near the center of the 
with Atlantic (also known as Brazilian) 
eomagnetic anomaly. It was observed that 
ignificant enhancements ia the E s  layer 
nrameters, ftEs and fbEs took placa for short 
urations (1-3 hours) within 1-3 days, following 
he onset of a magnetic disturbance of moderate 
Utensity. During some aventa the enbancements in 
he night E region ambient eletron densities were 

opyright 1981 by the American Geophysical Union. 

comparable to regular daytime maximum values 
produced by solar radiation. Further, the Es 
traces were accompanied by range spreading echoes 
resembling the a-type Es usually observed over 
auroral latitudes under disturbed conditions. 
These effects ~e interpreted as bailia caused by 
precipitation of inner belt ondeie in the South 
Atlantic anomaly during magnetically disturbed 
periods. Several cases of Es layer enhancements 
recorded since then have corroborated the resulta 
of Batista and Abdu 1972. An earlier study by 
Abdu and Batista [1977 on the basis of monthly 5 
average Es  layer characteristics had indicated the 
presence of charged particle precipitation as a 
regular source of nighttime E region ionization 
over Cachoeira Paulista (see also Abdu et al. 
[1972). Specific cases of Es layer enhancements 
therefore indicated corresponding enhancements in 
the charged particle precipitation rate under 
conditions of magnetic disturbances. In the 
present paper we have undertaken to analYze data 
of VLF phase recordings in order to examine to 
what degree the particle precipitation detected 
at the E region heights might extend to lower 
altitudes. (For further works on the subject, see 
Abdu et al. [1973, 1972 and Gledhill 119761). 
Numero:~ works regarding disturbances ou middle-
and high-latitude VLF propagation paths during 
particle precipitation events are available in the 
literature (see for example Potemra and Rosenberg 
C1972, Westerlund and Reder g.97S1 and Larson 
et al. c19711). 

-Xe dita -Used :s. the present study are the 
obesa recordings of the 13.6 -kHz signals 
transmitted from Golfo Nuevo, Argentina ( 430S, 
650/1), and received at Atibaia, Sio Paulo, a low-
latitude propagation path located within the 
magnetic anomaly region (Atibaia being located 
neer the central regioa of the anomaly). The VLF 
phase recordings were mede with respect to a 
cesium frequencY  standard. Propagation effects 
during geophysical disturbances ou VLF 
trajectories using data collected in the anomaly 
region have been studied earlier by Mendes and 
Ananthakrishnan [1972, Ananthakrishnan and 
Hackradt [1972, Abdu et al. [197], and Gough 
[197]. However, all these studies made use of 
propagation paths very long compared to the 
anomaly extension, and in such cases, precise 
identification of propagation disturbances that 
could Se attributed to the influence of the 
anomaly is usually difficult, especially from 
observations carriedoutatasinglesitein the 
anomaly region. This difficulty is nearly overcome 
in the present analysis, since the VLF trajectory 
of Golfo Nuevo-Atibaia lies almost entirely within 
the anomaly region. 
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VLF Wave Data 

Fig 1 presents a plot of the da)' to day 
variations in VIS phase teceived at Atibaia for 
the period from April 29 to May 14, 1978, during 
which there were a few magnetic disturbances, as 
can be seen from the 3 hourly planetary magnetic 
index kp, also plotted in the same figure (ssc is 
marked with arrows). The qufet diurnal phase  

variation used as reference was prepared by 
taking the average of a few quiet days (5-7 clays) 
immediately preceding the period under 
consideration. These tquiet day l curves undergo 
certain variabilities during different parte 
(equinox, sumer and winter sionthS) of the year 
as can be verified by comparing the reference 
curves used in Figure 1 and 3. Such changes 
should be taking place due to seasonal variarions 

00 	Q 	00 	2 	00 	12 	00 	2 	00 

LOCAL TIME 

Fig. 1. Day to day variations (solid curve) in VLF phase 4 of 13.6 -kHz nega 
transmission from Golfo %evo, Argentina, and received at Atibaia, Brasil, plotted 
for a period from April 29 to May 14, 1978, together with a qufet day reference curve 
(dashed curve). Also plotted in this figure are ftEs (dashed curve) and fbE s  (solid 
curve) over Cachoeira Paulista and the 3 hourly planetary magnetic index Kp 
(as histograma). The right -hand scale is used for Kp, while ou the left-hand anule 
the upper partion in each freme refere to the VLF phase and the lower portion to the 
frequencies, fbEs and ftEs. 
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the mesospheric minar constituent 
Icentrations and temperature. The standard 
Jiation a of the 'quiet time' phase variation is 
lerally larger during night hours than during 
y hours. For the different cases presented in 
is work the a varied from 2.1 to 2.4 ps for 
;ht and from 1.0 to 1.5 as for day. The 
rtical bars on the reference curves in Figure 1 
d 3 correspond to 20. 
A magnetic storm with a sudden commencement 
d its onset in the monta of April 30, 
llowed by moderate increase in Kp destina until 
out midnight. A second srm occurred in the 
rning of May 1 which was followed by 
sturbances in Kp lasting for severa]. days. The 
F phase showed only minor advances, namely, 
wering of the reflecting layer, for a few hours 
ring the night following'the first ssc. However, 
the night of May 1-2 there was a pronounced 

crease in the VIS phase during which the 
ximom phase advance registered exceeded 10 vs. 
is is comparable to the maximum pluma advances 
served during magnetic disturbances, on mid - 
titude VLF propagation paths that have been 
terpreted as being caused by energetic 
ectron precipitation [Botemra and Rosenberg, 
73; Larsen et a'., 1977j. Sinta the day and 
ght VLF reflection heights are usually 
nsidered to lie in the vicinity of 70 km and 
km, respectively (see the above referencees 

d also Wait and Spies gssg and Rasmussen et 
. [19801),and the phase advance de is nearly 
rettly proportional to the reflection height 
ange Ah [Bait, 1959], the maximum lowering of 
m reflection height on the night of May 1-2 will 
t -10 km. The V117  phase advance was present on 
Lbsequent nights and continued even after the 
igaetic disturbances had become weak in the 
!ternoon of May 4. Enhancement in Kp occurred 
ain on May 8, and the VLF response to this 
tans to be somewhat weak except for a short - 
tved, but significant, lowering of the 1- 
dlection height occurring during 0300-0600 LT 
1May 9 simultaneously with an increase in Kp up 
) 8-.In the evening of May 10 an sse occurred, 
id VLF response was promptly observed as a 
ignificant lowering of the reflection height 
mting throughout the night. The phase 
Isturbance continued on subsequent nights until 
ay 13. Renewed increase in the phase disturbance 
à the night of May 14 could perhaps be related to 
le small increase in kp registered in the 
Eternoon of the same day. 
As important aspect to be noted in these 

:sults is that the VIS phase response is observed 
Ily during the nighttime hours, even though 
agnetic disturbances Mera present mithout 
reference fog day or night. Thus the effect seema 
3 be confined, in the exemples cited above, to 

ionospheric region neer the nighttime PLF 
eflection levei (the phase anomaly seen around 
400 LT ou May 7 and around 1200 LT on Nay 9 were 
roduced by solar X ray fiares). Fie will come 
ack to Chis point later. 
' Also plotted in Figure 1 are fbEs, the 
lanketing frequency of the E s  layer, and ftEs, 
5e top frequeney reflected by the Es, over 
achoeira Paulista (22°S, 450W) , (situated verY 
ear Atibaia) obtained simultaneously with the 
6F observations. Enhancements in fbE s  and fgE s  
ot shott durations are observed in association 

with the magnetic disturbances, in agreement with 
our earlier resulte [Batista and Abdu, 1977]. In 
particular, significant Es enhancements occurred 
near 2200 LT on April 30, 0000 LT ou May 2, almost 
the entire night of May 3-4, 1800-2400 LT on 
May 4, during the postmidnight period of May 5-6, 
and near 1900 LT on May 12, almost simultaneously 
with the VLF phase perturbations (daytime 
enhancements are not usually considered unless 
they are extraordinarily large, as happened in the 
case of the Es enhancement in the afternoon of 
May 4). In some of these exemples, enhancements 
are observed only in ftEs. Quasi-periodic 
variations in ftE s,  roughly in step with 
oscillations in VLF phase, may in particular, be 
noted ou the night of May 3-4. Considering the 
horizontal ionosphere separation between the VLF 
reflection reflori and that sampled by the 
ionosonde, the oscillations in the two parameters 
seara to be very significant. Similar 
characteristics, but to different degrees, are 
observed also in the early morning hours 
(0000-0400 LT) ou May 6 and around 1900 LT on 
May 12. 

Ionograms showing Es trace characteristics 
during some of the enhancements are presented in 
Fig 2, and they show range spreading echoes 
resembling -the a- tYPe Es (the type of Es usually 
observed over auroral latitude during partida 
precipitation events), as presented also in our 
earlier work [Batista and Abdu, 19713. The range 
spreading E s  traces are regularly observed over 
Cachoeira Paulista following magnetic disturbances 
of moderate intensity. We may observe in Figure 2 
that the degree of range spreading is more 
pronounced in the nighttime ionograms of 0100 LT 
on May 2 and 0300 LT on May 6, 1978. Ionospheric 
absorption of weak scattered echoes is probably 
responsible for the less pronounced range 
spreading echoes in the daytime ionogram on May 7. 
These characteristics have been pointed out in 
our earlier papar also [Batista and Abdu, 197. 

Occurrence of the range spreading Es traces in 
our ionograms similar to those that accompnay E s  
events over auroral region would suggest energetic 
particle precipitation as the cause of these 
traces. However,'Mnlike the cagá in the auroral 
latitude, the neutral wind shears could be largly 
responsible for producing the blanketing-type E s  
layers over lower latitudes, in which case the 
blanketing frequency of the Es traces is usually 
considered to be equal to the peak plasma 
frequency of the E s  layer [Reddy and Mukunda Rao, 
1968]. Thus the irregularitles giving rise to the 
range spreading echoes seem to be distributed 
mostly in the bottom of the E s  layer, aince in 
the alternative hYP othesis of the irregularities 
being located above the Es layer. the echo range 
is expected to increase as the frequency gets 
above the penetration frequencies in the oblique 
direction, a feature usually observed for 
equatorial type Es(Esq) but very rarely observed 
over Cachoeira Paulista. Ou the other hand, from 
the close resemblance between the Es traces, such 
as the one at 0100 on May 2 with the aurorai. type 
Es , we may be tempted to believe that perhaps 
the blanketing frequency is itself significantly 
modified by the intensa scattering of the incident 
ratio waves by irregularities that are distributed 
in a height range starting from - 100 km upward, 
the upper limit in the present example !ming 
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1 	2 	34 	6 8 10 14 18 

FREQUENCY (MHz) 
Fig. 2. Exemples of ionograms showing the Es traces &ming some of the enhancements 
associeted with magnetic disturbances (see text for detens). 
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- 200 km. It might be interesting to point out 
bete that even though these Es layer enhancement,' 
pecar following magnetic disturbances, the local 
magnetograms (those of Vassouras, Elo de Janeiro) 
odid not indicate any significant magnetic field 
variations is step with the variations of the Es 
parameters, a face that is evident atm, in Figure 

of Batista and Abdu [I975. This last point may 
,not, however, rule out the possibility that 
irregularities associated with some cases of the 
125 enhancement, might also be produced by a plasma 
instability mechanism in the presence of enhanced 
E region conductivity arising from the particle 
precipitation events. Direct measurement of the 
electron density profiles during the Es layer 
enhancements would be useful to further identify 
the nature of the range spreading E s  traces. 
, The time delay observed in the E s  enhancements 
'with respect to the onset of the magnetic 
disturbances, seen in the present resulta, which 
,is in agreement also with our earlier work 
.glatiste and Abdu, 1975, does not seem to be 
eflearly evident in the VLF response 
tharacteristics. In Fig 3, different degrees of 
,delays can be observed in the three cases, 
„"presented as further exemples of the VLF phase 
response to magnetic disturbances. These varying 

Édelays in the VLF response, however, could be an 
,apparent effect arising in large part from the 
„day to night change ia the height of the VLF 
reflecting layers, combined with the height 
,dependent sensitivity to magnetic storm 
Wisturbances. Following the onset of the magnetic 
:disturbances near 0000 LT on October 3, 1977, and 
sthe subsequent sec near midday, the first 

significant VLF effect seems to have taken place 
from 0000 to 0400 LT on the morning of October 
4. No significant effect was produced during 
daytime when in fact kp was relatively high, 
which could be attributed to the face that the 
ionization enhancement did not apparently extend 
to the daytime reflection levei, as the phase 
values on the following days (October 4 and 5) 
also suggest. On the other hand, the magnetic 
disturbance on June 29, 1978, senas to have 
produced some effect on the daytime VLF phase 
following the ssc. A pronounced increase in Kp 
from 1800 to 2100 LT on the same day was 
followed by a prompt (within 1 hour) VLF response. 
The phase disturbances continued on the following 
day with smaller intensity, and the disturbance 
in Kp Md become relatively weaker. A temporary 
recovety and even a positive deviation in phase 
can be observed in the eerly morning of July 1. 
The third case presented here corresponda to a 
period with a relatively higher degree of magnetic 
disturbances, and OLP phase advances were present 
during night as well as during day. The daytime 
effects saem to be significant compared to the 
standard deviation In 0 of -1 ps for Chis case. 
A careful examination will show a few cases of 
prompt VLF phase response to specific and rapid 
rises in Kp values. Thus no well defined delay, 
beyond 1 ar 2 hours, between magnetic disturbance 
index and VLF phase response is suggested from 
this figure (it may be pointed out that nona of 
the daytime VLF effects presented in chis figure 
are produced by solar X ray events). 

A superposed epoch analysis of A$ (=Sqniet-
Udist). corresponding to nine events selected 

LOCAL TIME 

Fig. 3. Exemples of VLF phase response to ~lede disturbances Kp plotted for 
three cases to show variable apparent delay between the onset of the magnetic 
disturbance and the VIA? phase changes. Note that the first example representa hourly 
reduced phase value, whereas the time resolution is 15 min in the other exemples. 
The presence of small peaks of postsunset and presunrise enhancements in I during 
June and JulY, and their absence in October, in the reference curves as yen as in 
the disturbance curves, are genuine features. 
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arbitrarily, is presented in Fig 4. In the top 
panei of the figure the superposition is done at 
fixed local times, so that local time dependent 
effects are added in hase. The zero time was 
taken as 1800 LT at the heginning of the night 
that showed the first major VLP response 
following a mapetic disturbance. The results 
presented in Figure 4 represent the mean A+ 
variations of ali the events considered in the 
analysis. The first (toro) curve represents four 
events only, as during these events, 15- min 
resolution was used in the data scaling, whereas 
in the case of the second curve that involves nine 
events, hourly values 'are used, and many of the 
five extra events correspond to relatively weaker 
magnetic disturbances. The lower two curves 
represent the superposition of the kp and Dst 
values. The precedente, by approximately 1 day, 
of the magnetic disturbance relative to the VLI .  
phase perturbations, semi in the figure, seems to 
be an apparent effect produced, as noted before, 
by height dependent response., the daytime response 
following the ssc's that occur during the day 
being significantly smaller than nighttime 
response. We may further note in the figure that 
nighttime distuxbance saem to be more pronounced 

in the premidnight hours. The Ap amplitude 
reached -8 ns on the first night, which is quite 
significant indeed compared to the a whose maximum 
value mas 2.4 os. However, the maximum AP is only 
-5 os in the second example that inclued many Weak 
events scaled with less time resolution. The 
genuineness of the VIS response is borne out also 
by the pronounced day to night difference in the 
observed Ap response. Recovery of the VLF phase 
disturbances seems to be indicated on the fourth 
night. However, a renewed increase on the fifth 
night seems to be causal by a minor increase in 
the magnetic activity prior to Chis. A short-lived 
recovery to leveis above the quiet time values 
seems to be taking place every day from 0700 to 
0900 LT. The reason for this behavior is not olear 
to us. 

In the bottom panei of Figure 4, we have 
carried out the superposition taking zero time as 
the time of the ase. In this case, the PLF 
response is spread out, obviously, due to the 
local time dependence of the effect as observed 
before. However, the response is seen to take 
place soon after the onset of the magnetic 
disturbances, as we have observed earlier in the 
case of events that had storm onset in the night 
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Fig. 4. A superposed epoch analysis of nine aventa of magnetic disturbances and 
associated VLP phase variations. In the top panei the superposition is carried out so 
as to Md up local time dependent effects taking 1800 LT immediately prior to the 
first major VLF response during an event as zero reference time. In the bottom panei 
the superposition is done by taking the zero time as the time of sac. (Por further 
details see the text.) 
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hours. A superposed epoch analysis of magnetic 
storm associated E s  layer occurrences has been 
presented by Batista and Abdu E1977]. 

Discussion 

The resulte presented hera clearly denwnstrate 
evidente of magnetic storm associated VLF phase 
perturbations. The magnitudes of these 
perturbations are quite significant, the highest 
values presented hera being comparable to those 
observed on a mid-latitude propagation path 
during energetic electron precipitation events 
associated with magnetic disturbances [e.g., 
Larsen et al., 1977; Potemra and Rosenberg,1971]. 
On the other hand, magnetic storm associated 
sporadic E layer enhancement is a well-estahlished 

• enomenon, as our previous study has shown 
Batista and Abdu, 1972, over this general t 
region of the VLF observations. Simultaneous 
occurrence of the VLF phase perturbations and Es 
layer enhancements as sten in the present work 
therefore define a cortam n height range in which 
the supria associated ionization enhancements 
should be taking place. This height range nay be 
considered to lie between approximately 70 km 
(the daytime VLF reflection height), during more 
disturbed periods, and 100-110 km, the heights of 
the Es layers. Our resulte are not sensitiva to 
changes outside this region. However, association 
of these ionization enhancements with magnetic 
disturbances suggests energetic particlea as their 
Source. 

For possible explanation of these effects we 
may first look isto magnetic stona associated 
sources that are believed to be operative over 
the latitude regions pertinent to these 
observations. Theoretical as well as experimental 
etudies EDeseler et al., 1961; fizera and Blake, 
1973; Scholar et al., 1975;  Tinsley, 1976; Lyons 
and Richmond, 1978] have suggested energetic 
neutral particles resulting from charge exchange 
chemistry of the outer radiation belt as a source 
of fonization over low latitude. The flux of these 
particles maximizes during the storm main phase. 
Their precipitation effects have been estimated to 
be most significant above 170 km neer the equator 
and between 120 and 180 km over latitudes 20 °  -30° , 
with the altitude of peak energy absorption 
decreasing from 230 km over the equator to 130 
Md 125 km at latitudes 200  and 300 , respectively. 
It seems unlikely, however, that the ionization 
enhancements, detected from VIM and Es  layer 
observations, could be produced by the ring 

g durrent particle precipitation for the following 
kreasons: (1) the height reatou of fonization 
[enhancement observed by us is yen below that 
restimated Lar the ionizatien of energetic neutral 
partidas, (2) the ring current particle 
iprecipitatfon effect is more intense during the 
'main phase ofastorm, whereas significant VIS 
gerturbations continue well into the recovery 
kphase and Es layer enhancements are observed more 
Poften during the late recovery period than during 
the main phase of the storm,and (3) ionization 
knhancements of the type reported in this work 
{have not been reported for low-latitude stations 
hat other longitudes. Our examination of the 
i-limited ionogram data (available to us) over 
PAhmedabed, a 10w-latitude station in India, did 
kat show any Eg layer enhancement followin8 the  

magnetic disturbance that occurred in the second 
week of Tanuary 1978, when significant 
enhancement in the a -type Es layer took place 
over Cachoeira Paulista. (More such comparisons, 
possibly with data from other low-latitude 
stations as well, may also be useful, but it is 
beyond the scope of the present work). 

The poseibility of these effects being 
interpreted as magnetic storm induced changes in 
the upper atmosphere dynamics seems also very 
unlikely, sinta such dieturbancea are known to 
originate over aurorai latitudes and the times 
of their propagation to low latitudes cannot 
explain either the p rompt VIS response to magnetic 
storm or the delayed E s  enhancements often 
observed up to 3 days Racista and Abdu, 1977] 
after the storm onset. 

We may therefore conclude that the megnetic 
storm associated lower ionosphere enhancements 
presented hera must be arising from sources 
peculiar to the South Atlantic mag netic anomalY 
region, within which the entite VIS trajectory 
was confined. Evidence for the presence of 
partida ionization in this region was suggested 
also, in our earlier work, on E s  layer 
enhancements following magnetic disturbances, 
and one of the characteristics of the E s  layer 
that suggested perdeis ionization as its source 
was the occurrence of range spreading echoes 
resembling those of the a -type E s  layer usually 
observed over auroral latitudes under disturbed 
conditions. The association among magnetic 
activity, partida p recipitation, and a -type Es 
over aurorai latitude is well known (see, for 
example, Reddy et al. 0.969]. The independent 
evidente that the VLF resulte provide in the 
present work would therefore suggest that the 
occurrence of range spreading Es traces in the 
ionograms over Cachoeira Paulista may poseibly 
be comaidered as a reliable indicator of the 
presence of charged particle precipitation in 
the South Atlantic magnetic anomaly. 

The VLF resulta presented hera, in particular 
the superposed epoch analyeis in the top panei 
of Figure 4, might appear to suggest that the 
magnetic etorm astocintsd particie ptPcipitation 
occurs mainly during night with little effect 
during daytime. However, this does not saem to be 
the case. Our resulte merely suggest that in an 
average case, • disturbance gets more pronounced 
at the higher night -time VIS reflection levei, 
near 90 km, than at the lower daytime reflection 
levei, neer 70 km. In fact, significant daytime 
obesa disturbance do take place when the magnetic 
disturbance is sufficiently strong, as the third 
example in Figure 3 illustrates. Perhape stronger 
magnetic disturbances are necessary to cause 
energetic electron P recipitation of harder energy 
spectra. We may point out further that a larger 
height charme near 90 km than near 70 km does 
not necessarily imply a correspondingly stronger 
precipitating flux at the higher levei, as the 
following consideration would show. If, as an 
example, we consider exponential electron density 
distribution at the VLF reflection heights, then 
a height change Ah (which is proportional to the 
observed phase advance A$) could be written as 
Ah= (ANiN) H, where N is the electron deneity and 
H is the ateie beig ht of its distribution. 
Examination of published measurements of daytime 
and nighttime lower ionoephere electron density 
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e1
ofiles (see for examee, Sagalyn and Smiddy 
969] ,Prakash et el. 197], and Geller et 

al. 	[19791)shows that the ambient electron 
density neer 90 km at night could be at times 
even lesa than the daytime values near 70 km due 
to the absense of direct solar UV radiation at 
night. nus a given increase in electron density, 
AN, at the two height regions could produce 
larger Ah for nighttime cases, which can only be 
offset by differences in the scale heights of the 
electron density distributions at the two 
heights. However, for the same AN the required 
ion production rate would be significantly higher 
at lower heights due to the well-known decrease 
with height in the effective recombination 
eoefficient Cor cluster ion concentrations) at 
these heights (see, for example, Reid [1970]. 
Therefore under certain circumstances, even minar 
daytime phase perturbations might be as important 
as larger-scale nighttime fluctuations from the 
viewpoint of an ioo production source. These 
considerations would lead us to conclude that 
during at least some of the aventa presented in 
this analysis, particle precipitation might have 
occurred in the entire region of 90-70 km to 
explain the VIF results. 

We have seen that the VLF phase disturbances 
take place almost immediately after the onset of 
the magnetic disturbances, especially when the 
later occurs at night. This contrasta with the 
well-known stonn after effect of the mid-latitude 
D region, during which several days of delay are 
observed between the particle precipitation 
effect in the D region and the magnetic storms 
[Belrose and Thomas, 1968; Lauter and Taubenheim, 
1970; Beynon and Willians, 1974; Spjeldvik and 
Thorne, 197]. The VLF phase disturbances in the 
exemples presented here continued well after the 
magnetic disturbances subsided, a characteristic 
that was observed also in the case of the magnetic 
storm associated Es  enhancements PBatista and 
Abdu, 19791. In contrast to the VLF disturbances,' 
the onset of the E s  enhancements, however, wete, 
ia most cases, considerably delayed (from <1 to 3 
days) with respect to the magnetic disturbance 
onset. Such delays shoWchat the aresence of 
partida ionization, thou gh DecessarY, is not a 
sufficient condition for the occurrence of these 
Es layers. Simultaneous presence of the additional 
prerequisites would be (1) sufficient 
eoncentration of metal ateres (M) to be available 
for conversion to metal ions (Mr), the 
constituent ions of most of the sporadic E layers, 
through charge transfer reaction of the type 
titX+"-/kr a X, where X+ is the ambient molecular 
ions, OI and NOS, produced by the precipitating 
particles 	 1968]; see also the 
discussion by Batista and Abdu [1979], (2) wind 
alisara of sufficient magnitude in case the Es 
layers are of the blanketing type, and (3) 
conditions that produce irregularities ar pacchy 
ionizations, that give rise to range spreading 
echoes of the a-type Es perhaps an ExE 
instability mechanism working at the bottomside 
gradient of an Es layer, or that of a patchy 
layer, in the presence of appropriate electric 
fields [Reid, 1968]. The possibility that the 
spatial structures and irregularities might be 
be inherent in the precipitating electron energy 
and flux distribution cannot also be ruled out. 
Thus it is clear that while the appearence of the  

Es  layers, of the type and under the circumstances 
presented here, could be taken as positive 
evidence for the presence of charged particle 
precipitation, their nonoccurrence is not 
sufficient evidence for the absence of 
particle-induced ionization. From the above 
argument it foliava that day to day variabilities 
in the occurrence or in the intensity of any one 
of the above factors could cause delay in the 
onset of the magnetic storm associated E s  
enhancements even if particle-produced ionization 
was present immediately following the magnetic 
disturbances, which indeed seems to be the case, 
as the VIF results indicate. 

We may point out further that enhancements of 
blanketing-type E s  layers constituted of 
molecular ions mnst be very rare, since wind 
velocicies of abnormally large magnitude are 
needed to produce layering of these ions due to 
their relatively Easter recombination rate 
compared to that of the metallic ions Liee Abdu 
and Batista, 19773. If molecular ion E s  layers 
do get enhanced due to mag netic disturbance 
associated particle precipitation, then they 
should also be observed immediately following the 
disturbance onset concurrent with the VL1 7  effects. 
Since our observations show that the E s  layer 
enhancements occur with variable time delay with 
respect to the magnetic disturbance onset, we may 
conclude that these enhancements eould be in the 
metallic ion Es  layers (since vinde of moderate 
intensity could produce them), ao that the 
variable delaye could be caused by possible 
variabilities in the magnitudes of the parameters 
that are the essential prerequisites for the Es 
formation (namely, prerennisites 1-3) mencionei 
above. For example, resulte of regular laser 
radar measurements of mesospheric sodium, over 
Sio Jos dos Campos, have shown significant day 
to day variability ia the sodium abundance 
rBimonich et al., 1979], which might suggest a - 
similar variability in other metallic species as 
well. Information on possible day to day 
variability of the E region winds is completely 
lacking for this region. It would be of great 
intereet to know also about possible magnetic 
storm influence ou these parameters. 

Conclusions 

VLF propagador, in a trajectory situated almost 
completely in the South Atlantic magnetic anomaly 
region undergoes significant perturbations in 
association with magnetic disturbances. These 
disturbances are characterized by advancements in 
the phase of the received signal indicativa of 
lowering of the VLF reflecting layer. The phase 
perturbations are seen to be more pronounced when 
the VLF reflection takes plane at higher leveis 
(-90 km) at night than when it is from the lower 
daytime reflection height. Qualitative 
considerations on the ambient electron densities 
at the day and night reflection leveis and the 
lower ionosphere recombination process would 
suggest that the sources of enhanced ion 
production, which we attribute to precipitation 
of high-energy particles, could be important in 
the height region of 90 kin extending downward 
during etrong events up to 70 km. Considerations 
of the enhanced Es occurrences would extend the 
upper height limit to at least 110 km, the height 
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af some of the observed Es layers. The enhanced 
arecipitation seems to be occurring immediately 
following the onset of the magnetic disturbances 
and continues, in general, well after the recovery 
af the magnetic disturbances as represented by Kp. 
Mhe characteristics of sporadic E layer 
anhancements, in the example presented here and in 
• previous stud Y, are similar to those of the VIS 
affects, except that the onset of the E s  
enhancements were generally delayed by -1-3 days 
aith respect to the onset of the magnetic 
iisturbance. Such delay might, perhaps, be caused 
)9 day to day variabilities in the metallic 
species, and/or in the dynamics, of the E region. 
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